**EISPN Public Scoping Meeting**

Pursuant to Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 11-200.1-4(b)(4), a public scoping meeting was held during the EISPN 30-day public comment period. The purpose of the public scoping meeting was to provide agencies, citizen groups, and the public with an opportunity to assist the proposing agency in determining the range of actions, alternatives, impacts, and proposed mitigation measures to be considered in the DPEIS and the significant issues to be analyzed in depth in the DPEIS. The public scoping meeting included a separate portion reserved for oral comments and that portion of the public scoping meeting was audio recorded.

Pursuant to Hawaii Administrative Rules (HAR) §11-200.1-5(e)(5)(E), the Applicant is providing the following links the original video and audio files, at standard quality, of all oral comments received at the EISPN public scoping meeting.

The video recording of the EISPN public scoping meeting is available at: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hd0iLCCqp4&t=2348s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hd0iLCCqp4&t=2348s)

The audio recording of the EISPN public scoping meeting is available at: [https://seaengineering-my.sharepoint.com:/u/p/abohlander/ESvYYRGZsWlKvC4oin2aul4BSujKI3yFjODag8vMxebDGQ?e=TBfddh](https://seaengineering-my.sharepoint.com:/u/p/abohlander/ESvYYRGZsWlKvC4oin2aul4BSujKI3yFjODag8vMxebDGQ?e=TBfddh)